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Abstract

A key question in modern biology is how the complexity of protein-protein interaction net-
works relates to biological functionality. One way of understanding the set of proteins and their
interactions (the interactome) is to look at them as a network of nodes connected by links. By
studying the structure of this network, we may hope to learn something about the interactome’s
organisation. Here we attempt to look at different approaches for using network models to assign
structural and functional roles to proteins and protein interactions. It has been proposed that
highly connected nodes, or hubs, in the interactome fall into two classes, ‘date’ and ‘party’ [1], and
that these play a key role in the modular organisation of the yeast interactome. This classification
was made on the basis of the extent to which hubs are co-expressed with their interaction partners,
but was then used to impute to them specific topological roles. We attempt to use purely topolog-
ical statistics to examine the extent to which these hubs really fall into the roles thus attributed.
We use a community detection approach based on maximising modularity [2] to partition the inter-
action network into functionally coherent modules. We then assign roles to proteins based on how
their interactions are distributed within their own module and across other modules [3]. Based on
a study of multiple yeast and human datasets, our results suggest that there is little evidence for a
clear date/party distinction, but rather nodes in the protein interaction network seem to perform
a variety of roles falling along a continuum, and there is no strong correlation between these roles
and co-expression. We also examine alternative approaches to studying topological roles. So far,
most work has focused on node-centric measures; here we attempt using a betweenness metric
[4, 5] to quantify the centrality of links rather than nodes. We show that this measure relates to
protein functional similarity as assessed by annotation overlap in the Gene Ontology [6], and may
also be relevant to understanding how the interactome works as a system.
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